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EDITOR’S NOTE

8/8 FOR LIFE

What is car culture? Let’s be brutally honest, the adage of car ownership
in Singapore as a sign of coming of age is highly irrelevant in today’s
society. I spoke with a cousin who just turned 21 - turns out that
improving his ranking in games was more important than learning to
drive - and his father has a immaculately maintained 2004 WRX STi.
Before I fly down to the nearest land where JDM lives on that is not
Japan, I look forward to seeing cars of the 80’s and 90’s lining up in the
car park so that I can relive my childhood of sitting in a similar car that
my dad used to drive - and maybe go for a cruise in it with the owner’s
permission.
In the same way our government is ruthlessly tearing down old
buildings while promising people buy-back schemes for their flats, this
begets the question… what culture will be have left by the time that
satellite ERP is considered a norm?
In some ways, the need to drive has been reduced with the
technology for us to stay in constant contact. Computers and
smartphones have helped to reduce the number of trips people take but it is a double edged sword - without computers and smartphones,
it would be virtually impossible today to quickly organize a gathering of
car enthusiasts to “lepak” together.
Police clampdowns and more stringent vehicle inspections probably
erased some of the people who have kept this car culture alive before

the Facebook generation arrived. The tuning scene indeed went quiet
for a while in the recent years as people braved the onset of a “technical
recession” - only to suddenly suddenly splash out the moment COE
dipped in July.
There are people of all ages that are still keeping car culture alive in
the 21st century and it’s sad that some who have dropped out of it, call
it dead. We still have just as much passion about cars as the previous
generation did, but some may want it differently.
Perhaps, that’s the kind of rounding some would prefer - a bunch of
blokes casually cruising down a freeway together just for the fun and
camaraderie, sharing life stories and having a good laugh… without
having to piss off the authorities. Mm, yeah.
Fortunately for us car guys, computers and phones still can’t beat the
pleasure of human contact. Cheers for the next generation!

Signing off,
Krado Low

21/8/18 1:56 AM
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Suzuki Swift: New
Showroom, New
Car, New Goals
Champion Motors launched the new Suzuki Swift and opened the
doors to a new showroom at 10, Chang Charn Road.

remains to be seen, but Mr Saito says the new Swift’s job is just to
develop the same kind of following as older Swifts.

The Swift, a household name in Singapore and a key model for Suzuki,
is sold here in 1.0 Boosterjet trim, for S$83,900 with Certificate Of
Entitlement. With such intense competition at the price range, it’s just
as well for the new Swift that it’s well-equipped.

“I expect that very cool customers for Suzuki will come, and they will
buy it, they’ll enjoy it. They will talk to another other enthusiastic
customer and say, ‘This is a good product.’ Gradually we’ll expand
this market, but we are not aiming to be a major volume brand,” he
says “We want to be strong — for the cool customers who like Suzuki
very much.”

On the safety front it comes with six airbags and stability control,
while the list comfort features includes an auto climate control system
(albeit a single-zone one), a multi-function steering wheel, keyless
entry and engine starting and automatic headlights.
For all that, Suzuki is hoping that the Swift will sell well not merely on
tangible matters such as size and equipment, but on the brand’s sense
of fun. In truth, the 112 horsepower engine, with 160 Newton-metres
of peak torque, is likely to make the car more, well, swift than fast, but
the new Suzuki will probably feel lively to drive. It also has a tiny 9.6m
turning circle, which should make it easy to manoeuvre in tight spots.
Whether that’s enough to overcome the car’s fierce competition

News I.indd 4

Along with the new showroom, the new Swift is the first step in
something of a reboot for the Suzuki brand here. Also on the way is an
expanded model range that includes a new 1.4-litre turbo engine for
the Vitara (a compact crossover), a new family car in the form of the
SX4 S-cross, and the new Jimny (below), a legendary 4×4 that has just
been redesigned.
In Japan, Suzuki sold the entire first year’s production run of the new
Jimny in just three weeks. With the sheer number of Suzukis still
running around Singapore - this rejuvenation could very well be what
the brand needs to cement itself in a changed motoring landscape.

21/8/18 1:58 AM
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Cloud compatible
BlackVue Over the Cloud, a free* add-on service
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Zoom Clearly
Capture all the critical details
such as car license plates from
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2 megapixel Sony Starvis sensor
HEVC
High Efficiency Video Coding
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Remote Live View
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GPS Tracking
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Two-way Voice Communication
Talk with people in the car from your smartphone
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experience
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Enhanced Night Vision
Outstanding low light performance

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud
BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

Event Files Protection
Prevents important files to
be overwritten
High Temperature Cut-Off
Protects the product from the harm
of over temperature

Video Backup
Back up videos to your phone or Cloud
storage. Live Auto-Upload: save Event files in
real time to the Cloud!

Remote Video Playback
Play videos stored in the Cloud or in your
dashcam anytime on your smartphone or tablet

* Cloud service requires external Internet connection through mobile routers or other WiFi hotpots.
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Yokohama’s
Next Gen
A/C Hose

The Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd., announced that is
has developed the “ACBR series” of hoses for use in
car air conditioners. The new hoses are compatible
for use with HFO-1234yf, which is seeing more
widespread application as the next-generation
refrigerant for car air conditioners. The ACBR series
includes both high- and low-pressure hoses, which
have already been adopted in several new cars.
Automobile makers are gradually shifting from
the current standard refrigerant, HFC-134a, to
HFO-1234yf as part of their efforts to make more
environmentally friendly cars that contribute less to
global warming.
HFO-1234yf has a GWP (global warming potential)
of just 4, compared with HFC-134a’s very high
1,430. However, faster adoption of HFO-1234yf
has been hindered by its decomposition over long
periods of time, which causes the release of acids
that corrode the resin layer on the inner surface of

the hose. To date, countermeasures have included
a method for improving the resin material and a
method to prevent contact between the resin and
the refrigerant.
Yokohama Rubber has developed a hose structure
with a rubber layer inside the resin layer. The
development of an inner rubber with improved
adhesion to resin was the key to the development
of the new ACBR Series of hoses that prevent direct
contact between the refrigerant and resin layer,
thereby preventing leakage of the refrigerant caused
by corrosion of the inner resin layer. Yokohama
Rubber has applied patents from Japan for the
compound material used in the hoses with this
newly developed inner rubber layer.
As part of its ongoing effort to expand its automobile
parts business on a global scale, Yokohama Rubber
plans to develop a full lineup of these new barriertype hoses and further strengthen overseas sales.
BMW Group Asia is excited to bring ‘BMW
World of Passion and Joy’ to the Suntec
Singapore International Convention and
Exhibition Centre from 25-26 August 2018,
10am to 10pm.
Visitors will have an opportunity to experience
the BMW and MINI brands like never before
by seeing first-hand the latest models by both
brands, getting up close with BMW heritage
cars, exploring The MINI Story, or enjoying
a variety of performances and interactive
activities throughout the two-day event.
Key highlights of the event include: Launch
of the First-ever BMW i8 Roadster, 2 Series
Active Tourer and Gran Tourer, as well as the
BMW X4. It will showcase of the new BMW 8
Series, BMW M2 Competition and Concept X7
iPerformance.
Heritage BMWs will be present as well from as
far back as the mid-1950s. BMW heritage cars
include the BMW M5 (E39), BMW M3 CSL (E46),
BMW 327 Cabrio and the cherished Isetta.

BMW World of Passion and
Joy comes to Singapore

News II.indd 6

You can expect test drives, bike stunt
performances, virtual reality experiences, and
plenty of activities for the kids should you
want to bring your family to the exhibition.
Tickets are on sale at www.sistic.com.sg for
S$20 per adult. Children aged 17 years old and
below can enter for free.

21/8/18 1:59 AM
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The Toyota, Lexus & Hino dealership, Borneo Motors
(Singapore), is the first dealership in Asia to join
the new Castrol Carbon Neutral Programme. The
programme is designed to help dealerships cut their
carbon emissions and also help motorists offset the
carbon they create while driving.
The Singapore Government pledged at the Paris
Climate Conference to reduce emissions intensity by
36% from 2005 levels by 2030 and has designated
2018 as the Year of Climate Action. As part of BP,
Castrol is working to advance the energy transition by
developing more efficient lubricants and services such
as its carbon neutral programme for car dealerships.
With a personal interest in sustainability and low
carbon, Ms Jasmmine Wong, Managing Director,
Borneo Motors (Singapore) says of the new project:
“We are delighted to be working with Castrol and BP
Target Neutral to reduce the carbon emissions of our
dealership and that of our customers. The team at
Borneo Motors (Singapore) are all eager to play our
part in contributing to a sustainable environment for
future generations.”

Borneo Motors
(Singapore) going carbon
neutral with Castrol

All of the emissions reductions from these projects
are recorded on international registers so a tonne of
carbon emitted by Borneo Motors (Singapore) can
be matched and offset by a tonne of carbon reduced
from one of these projects.
Shyam Balasubramanian, Regional Marketing
Director at Castrol said: “The Castrol Carbon offsetting
programme is designed to help dealerships meet a
growing demand for lower carbon solutions. Now that
they are on board, Borneo Motors (Singapore) is able
to take a leadership position on their environmental
impact, help customers offset their emissions and
make a positive contribution to Singapore’s national
climate goals.”

United Overseas Bank (UOB) today launched
Singapore’s largest car ecosystem and the fastest
fully-digital financing solution for car buyers. UOB’s
digital car financing solution is available at seven
dealerships island-wide and via leading mobile and
online classifieds marketplace, Carousell. Combined,
the eight partners offer 11 car brands and account for
almost two-thirds of all cars sold in Singapore.
A major pain point in buying cars, according to
research conducted by UOB, is the amount of
paperwork and time it takes for a salesperson and
customer to complete a car loan application. UOB’s
completely-digital car financing solution removes
the need for manual form filling, the furnishing of
paper documents and long processing times. It cuts
the process from an average of three working days
to 15 minutes.

UOB Launches
Digital Financing
Solution

News II.indd 7

As part of the digital service, UOB has also custombuilt a loan dashboard for each partner and integrated
into the solution each dealership’s own database
of car makes and models. Once logged in to UOB’s
digital service, each dealer can see the status of all
their customers’ UOB car loan applications as well as a
listing of the car makes and models. This information
is also used to automate the loan application process.
UOB’s ecosystem partners are Cycle & Carriage
Singapore, Inchcape Singapore, Motor Image
Enterprises, Performance Premium Selection Limited,
Premium Automobiles, Tan Chong Motor Sales and
Trans Eurokars, and Carousell.

21/8/18 1:59 AM

A party for everyone!
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

L

eng Kee Autopoint hosted the 24LK CARnival, in
conjunction with the launch of the building. 24LK, an
abbreviation of 24 Leng Kee, which is the address of
Leng Kee Autopoint: 24 Leng Kee Road. The event ran on 4
August from 11am to 6pm.
The carnival included more than 200 pre-owned cars of all
makes and models on sale, as well as a showcase of various
products that the tenants at the building have on offer.
On the first level alone, was an impressive display of cars
ranging from luxury cars to supercars.
It was mainly held from level three to five, with level three
having the largest number of car dealers. Level four and five
were the levels catered towards accessories, and services for
automobiles.
There was a lucky draw too with plenty of attractive prizes
from Yokohama, Lego, Bardahl, Bullsone, just to name a few.
The draw prizes also included many service packages such
as polishing, headlamp protection, 9H Coating packages,
car wash & vacuum sessions, as well as petrol vouchers
totaling $3,000.
The event attracted many from all walks of life, with a good
number bringing their entire family down for the weekend
bonanza. With plenty of food outlets churning out delicious
bites, restless kids could release their energy on the various
kid-friendly activities at the carnival itself, like go-karting,
bouncy castles and colouring contests.
Arguably, the main draw of the shop was the free car wash,
done by lovely ladies who strutted their stuff as well as
cleaned the cars to a gleam with plenty of soapy action!
Located along Singapore’s prime auto belt, Leng Kee
Autopoint is touting itself to be a one stop for all ride needs
at the largest automobile solutions in town. It is already
home to new and used car dealers, as well as workshops
and businesses providing automotive related products and
accessories such as window tinting.

24LK CARnival.indd 8
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true automotive enthusiast should appreciate anything, even if it is an
oddball. This particular feature is our very definition of the perfect oddball a car you see so commonly that you tend to ignore its presence on the road.
By Singapore standards, it is a cheap car - but that has definitely attracted its
own following.
In the same way the Toyota Vios became a hot favourite among motoring
enthusiasts due to its light weight, sufficiently powerful engine and pleathorea of
parts, the Sienta is quickly filling in the role with an extra 2 seats. The Sienta, along
with other affordable options like the Honda Mobilio and Suzuki APV worked well
as a car for people who do need seven seats but are not willing to shell out extra for
a powerful car.
MPVs are quite the unsung darling of the Singapore motoring scene to the point
that regular Sienta owners had to deal with random strangers opening the door and
getting in, thinking it was a private hire car. This random incident, sparked off a very
intense modification plan for the owner to make his ride stand out from the rest.
Being a popular car around the region, there was a surprisingly little shortage of parts
that were made for the Sienta - besides, a Japanese brand car which was made to
be affordable will sell by the thousands. Unlike the predecessor, the new Sienta was
also assembled in countries outside Japan, making it a prime target for non-Japanese
aftermarket companies to get their hands wet in forming custom parts for it.
Even TRD, the Lexus F-daddy and masters of bolt-on superchargers, got into the action
with their own range of parts for the Sienta, even if they were for pure aesthetics.
No one expects a MPV to handle corners, but to this owner, the body roll was
improved with the addition of aftermarket anti-roll bars - but not keen on a

p10-12_CC_Toyota Sienta.indd 10

modest gain, he eventually went to get an entire set of undercarriage bracing to
firm up the entire car. Without wanting to sacrifice the daily comfort suspension,
spring stiffeners were installed to prevent the car from squatting too much under
a full load. Reducing unsprung weight for better suspension performance, Enkei
RPF-1’s with Yokohama’s V551 tyres were deployed as both a functional and
aesthetic boost.
Engine-wise , there is still little to none that can be done to increase the power
output, but there is plenty that can be done to increase the engine’s response. We
find a TM Works Power Kit which is a harness that reduces the voltage loss, coupled
with custom additional grounding work.
At this stage, he is toying around with a few setups on the air intake, currently, an Air
Intake Response Ring, Direct Cold Air Intake, coupled with a high-flow K&N Intake
Filter, inside an Air Intake Charger does seem to satisfy his initial cravings for a more
responsive drive. With little to no performance bits for the engine still, there were
some freed horses thanks to the Proracing Chip plus a custom engine map.
But the biggest part of standing out is definitely on the visual front. Going to great
lengths to create the most unique Sienta in Singapore, his search has gone as far as
Japan for hard-to-obtain exterior components. Not letting the language barrier stop
him, he even went to Thailand and had a fun time with the airlines because side skirts
were not exactly “snow skis”. To top it all off, CF wrapping is definitely a cost-effective
way of sprucing up the car’s mean looks!
If you question the sanctity of dressing up an appliance and not a “real car” - it is
basically the same as people who shell out extra dollars for RGB lighting effects on
a computer. It doesn’t make you a pro-gamer, nor add performance, but it’s that
satisfaction inside that counts.

21/8/18 2:00 AM
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..our very
definition
of the
perfect
oddball...
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Toyota Sienta
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

6

7

9

9

7

ENGINE
TM Works Power Kit
Air Intake Response Ring
Custom Additional Grounding
Direct Cold Air Intake
K&N Intake Filter
Air Intake Charger
Proracing Chip
Custom Engine Map - Gary’s Engineering
UNDERCARRIAGE
Red Stiffeners
Wheel Arch Sound Proofing
Ultra Racing Sway Bar F/R
Ultra Racing Member Brace F/R
Ultra Racing Middle Member Brace
Ultra Racing Front Strut Brace
Spring Stiffeners
Yokohama V551
Enkei RPF-1
Rainbow Lock Nuts

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

INTERIOR
Air Blower
DLS 3-way Front/Rear Speakers
LED Scruff Plates
LED Door Pillars
LED Interior Lighting
DrARTEX Redwind Door Silencer
Pioneer Subwoofer/Amp
Navi Steering Control
Boot Scruff Plate
CF Interior Parts
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
OBD Splitter
CF Gear Knob
CF Steering Cover
TRD Pedals
EXTERIOR
TRD Sideskirt
TRD Rear Lip
Beatsonic antenna
Side Mirror Auto Lock
Door Handle Covers
MZ Speed Bodykit
Window Shields
Samurai Lip
Modellista Rear spoiler
Custom CF Wrap
TRD Emblem
Foglight Ring

p10-12_CC_Toyota Sienta.indd 12
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• GET YOUR OWS AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS TODAY FOR
A SURE WIN CHANCE OF UP TO $200 SHOPPING VOUCHERS.
• GET A REVERSE UMBRELLA FOR FREE WITH EVERY SERVICING PACKAGE
CKAGE
PURCHASED AT OUR PARTICIPATING WORKSHOPS.

PARTICIPATING WORKSHOPS
Yeow Koon Auto Care Pte Ltd
Blk. 3012 Bedok Industrial Park E
#01-2016
Singapore 489978
Tel : (65) 64482700

Prem Brothers Engineering & Motor Works
138 Woodlands Industrial Park E5
Singapore 757856
Tel : (65) 63684947 Fax : (65) 63689927

SinDo Car Accessory
No.2 #02-08 Yishun Industrial
St 1 North Point Bizhub
Singapore 768159
Tel: (65) 6734 6368 HP: (65) 9712 8156

Hup Lee Tyre & Battery Co. Pte Ltd
27-A Jurong Port Road
#01-33/35
Singapore 619101
Tel : (65) 62689790 Fax : (65) 62651726

OWS.indd 1

Follow us on facebook

OWS GERMANY

Himec Auto Service Pte. Ltd.
Blk. 1007 Bt Merah Lane 3
#01-09
Singapore 159721
Tel:(65) 6273-3616 Fax:(65) 6278-0090
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Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!

1.

2.

Konig
Oversteer

Ducatus is showing no slowdown in their quest
to deliver the finest motor oil for all drivers, with
the introduction of the latest Ultimate-R 10W60
PAO - an oil designed to take the stresses of racing
for high-performance vehicles! Ducatus lubricants
are blended with finest base oils and treated with
advanced additives which meet and exceed latest
OEMs requirements, ensuring the best performance
for automobiles, without breaking the bank.

The Oversteer is a face forward, split
5-spoke design with an aggressive
attitude especially in the wider
fitments as the wheel face profile
increases in its concave look. Available
from 17-19 inches with staggered
option applications for those looking
to run wider rears wheels.
YHI Singapore - www.yhiautomotive.com.sg

3.

Bastuck Catback
Exhaust

It’s all about power and sound. Bastuck
systems are LTA approved and give your car
a sporty sound and increases performance.
Tested and proven in motorsports under
hardest conditions, these stainless steel
systems are manufactured in Germany and
EC approved.
Fong Kim Exhaust System - 9108 8456

5.

UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

4.

Hardrace Front
Strut Bar

A strut bar is designed to reduce strut tower
flex by joining the two strut towers together.
This shares the load of each strut tower during
cornering and reduces chassis flex. This helps to
improve the car’s feel and handling. Available
for a wide range of cars..
Hardrace Singapore - 9734 8015

6.

MST Performance
Intercooler Pipes

7.

Owen Developments
Turbochargers

It’s not hard to ‘OD’ on Owen
Developments-tweaked
turbochargers because of the
addictively seamless response.
It’s less about big boost numbers
and even bigger lag, but more
about the low-lag characteristics
of the brand’s turbochargers.
Owen Developments offers OE
replacements (with reworked
internals and balanced) and fully
customisable, plus-size applications.
JW Racing Developments - www.jwr-racing.com
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K&N
Air Filter

K&N is no stranger to drop in air filters,
and its latest product is designed to fit
everybody’s favourite car. From compact
hatchbacks to turbocharged beasts, one
can extract more punch by feeding cooler
air into the air intake, and this drop-in
free-flowing air panel filter does the job
without the need of any fabrication.

These boost silicone pipes are
constructed of 5 ply and stainless steel
wire reinforced high temperature
silicone that is internally reinforced,
minimizing expansion. They replace
the factory soft plastic charge pipe that
is prone to breaking under high boost.
Benefits include increased throttle
response and decreased turbo lag.
Monster Tune – 8333 1487

Ducatus Ultimate-R
10W60 PAO

BCC Automotive Group – 6552 5588

8.

Magnum Stainless Steel
Braided Hoses

Improve the braking response
with an economical and affordable
solution with Magnum Stainless
Steel Braided Hoses. A costeffective alternative to expensive
big brake kits, a simple upgrade
makes a world of difference in
emergency situations. Suitable
for various makes and models of
vehicles alike. Ensure the safety
of your loved ones and yourself
by opting for added stopping
prowess on the tarmac.
Gary’s Engineering – 6841 1923
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

11.
3.

Bridgestone
Pink Valve Cap

Supporting Breast Cancer Foundation’s
various outreach and support programmes
and services, and strengthen awareness
among the community, all proceeds
will be donated to the BCF. Available at
participating Bridgestone dealers, the pink
valve caps will help to drive awareness of
breast cancer in Singapore.
Bridgestone Tyre Singapore
– www.bridgestone.com.sg

2.

VP Racing
SureCan

With the patented spill proof technology, a
rotating nozzle and thumb release trigger,
fuel dispensing will be a safer and cleaner
affair. Other features include self ventilation,
comfortable grip, and durable design. Other
features include a Child-Proof Fill Cap and
Spout Cap and this is EPA, CARB, DOT and
Canada UL Certified.
Best Chemical Co Singapore
- www.best-chemical.com

4.

Pivot
3-drive X

Designed to help enhance the throttle response on
electronic throttle-controlled vehicles, this Pivot 3-Drive
Throttle Controller gives the driver the freedom of
various modes of drive. Accelerator response can be
adjusted to Sports, Eco and Normal.

Yokohama
BluEarth RV-02

Designed exclusively for Premium MPV/SUV vehicles, these
tyres provide optimum safety and comfort as well as enhanced
fuel efficiency. With a profile adopted from the ADVAN Sport
V105, this tyre improves stability with reduced wobble, and built
to resist uneven tread wear. The tread design boasts superior
quietness and handling qualities while ensuring solid braking
performance in all weather conditions.

Tri King Car Accessories - 6604 6616

YHI Singapore - www.yhiautomotive.com.sg

5.

Hummer Jump
Starter Power
Bank H3

Based on its design concepts of military vehicles,
Hummer is pleased to launch the all new H1, H2
and H3, a first of its kind series of highly protective
multifunction Car Jump Starters of an excellent
military quality, high configuration and high
performance. Hummer Jump Starters can jump start
vehicles up to 7.0L Gas/Diesel in seconds.
United Automobile Services - 6515 9282

7.

6.

VueMate
DL330A

The Vuemate DL330A comes with
high performance camera, SOC and an
image processor, detecting a driver’s
state like drowsiness and negligence
in keeping eyes forward. It monitors
the driver’s face, eyes and pupils in
real-time while driving. Users can adjust
the sensitivity in three steps as well as
mute the alarm or control the volume
in three steps as well.
Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

Pioneer Add-on Sound
Processor (DEQ-S1000A)

Pioneer’s easy-to-install processor could very well be the simplest way to
improve the sound quality of your factory car stereo. All settings can be
controlled via your smartphone’s touch screen, even from the simplest to
the most advanced settings. This unit is compact, and can be installed in
most places within the car’s cabin. Compatible with various car systems.
Pioneer Electronics - www.pioneer.com.sg

8.

WD-40 Specialist
Fast Acting Degreaser

This fast acting degreaser is a
solvent based solution that quickly
removes grease, oil, dirt and grime
without leaving any residue. It
works immediately on contact
and is easy to rinse away. Cleans
equipment to make it run smoother
and leaves no residue. Safe for
use on a wide variety of surfaces
including metal and exhausts.
PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6233
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Pirelli joins Porsche
in a festival for the
famous marque

S

portscar Together Day (SCTD) in
Bangkok, Southeast Asia’s largest
Porsche gathering to celebrate 70
years of Porsche sports cars, featured
supercars and superstars, races, plus funfilled activities that catered for petrolheads
and families alike.
Held at the Show DC Oasis Arena, more
than 300 Porsche cars arrived throughout
the course of the day, despite rain or shine.
At the same time, 911 GT3 Cup cars blasted
around the Bangsaen street circuit for
Porsche Carrera Cup Asia (PCCA).
Most of the cars there belonged to private
owners and a quick glance at the number
plates of all the cars there shows how far
people have come: there was a large group
of Porsches from Singapore and Malaysia.
After travelling a few thousand kilometres
from all over Southeast Asia, Porsche Club
members and owners arrived at the SCTD in
a Porsche car procession.
There were many booths at “Das Treffen”
(The Meeting), with booths catering for
entertainment, live DJs, food stalls, the kids
driving school and last but not least, the
Pirelli booth. That comes as no surprise with
a rich historic collaboration between Pirelli
and the German manufacturer. Porsche was
the first to ask Pirelli for specific tyres, and
the first Pirelli tyre for Porsche was created in
1982 as Original Equipment (OE).
At the Pirelli booth, visitors could learn more
about the partnership between Porsche
and Pirelli - the “N” marked tyres. Pirelli tyres
with the “N” marking that identifies the tyres
specifically created for Porsche, with special
tread design, compounds made to measure
and custom profiles. All these embody
the “Perfect Fit” strategy of Pirelli to make
specific tyres for the high-performance cars.
In total, there are no fewer than 260 Pirelli
tyres type-approved for Porsche to cover
virtually the entire range, from the 718
Boxster and the Cayman to the Panamera all of which were present at “Das Treffen”.

Throughout the day at Show DC Oasis Arena,
guests were entertained by performances
from celebrities including Thai singersongwriter Singto Numchok, R&B idol and
role-model mother Lydia Sarunrat, and
top local disc jockey DJ Yukio, with actress,
presenter and Instagram-celebrity Diana
Chungjintanakarn presiding as emcee.

p16-17_Rev94_Event Pirelli Sportscartogether.indd 17
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Porsche Asia Pacific also flew in special cars
from the Porsche Museum in Zuffenhausen,
Germany; starting with a Porsche 918 Spyder.
The museum also loaned the legendary 959
Paris-Dakar race car and the 919 Hybrid from
the World Endurance Championship (WEC)
- which was reunited symbolically with
Porsche Works Driver Earl Bamber.
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FEATURE CAR

EURO

FIGHTER

This means business
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

E

very time we see a Nardo grey car, we always get into an argument
about what kind of car body style the colour suits best. Generally,
that argument always ends up with the sedan being the most
befitting of this unique colour.
It is definitely a trend that is catching on for high-performance scene.
We’ve had Lancer Evolutions, Civic Type Rs, and now, a Honda Accord
Euro R - which has the right amount of Euro-styling elements to
complement the colour, adding it to the list of colours we like on the
Euro R which includes: Red, blue, white, brown and yellow.
While the world is slowly switching to smaller, turbo engines for the
sake of emissions regulations - there is, and will be nothing on earth
that will come close to the raw feel of a highly strung, large capacity
naturally aspirated engine.
The K20 is the only engine that we know so far that satisfies both
the “stock as a rock” and “mod until gao” parties. Even in factory
configuration, it’s a smooth powerhouse that will excite almost every
driver - and it is highly accommodating to well designed performance
parts without wetting itself too much.
The modifications are well thought out as well: Instead of slapping on
the biggest intake manifolds on the planet, the Honda RBC manifold
was swapped in for the least pump loss in the low to mid range rpm,
while allowing the engine to perform better once the VTEC lobes click.
Combined with an open pod intake for that purr-fect intake growl, the
next step was making sure the engine made full use of the rush of air.
Not all K20s were made the same, but one can make one outperform
by casually slipping in parts from a more powerful K20, namely, the
conrods, oil pump and crankshaft. Fit lighter forged pistons, a wilder
cam profile, stronger valve springs and larger injectors - that sets this
block on the way to making much more power than it was before.

p18-19_#94REV_FC_Honda Accord.indd 18

N/A engines love exhaust modifications - and that is where the power
gainz come from. Free flowing exhaust, paired up with a performance
exhaust header ensures that the flow won’t rob power from the engine.
Running on a Integra Type R ecu, further parameters were fine tuned
with a Hondata Kpro for the best possible power output!
Even the gearbox has been tuned with a 5.33 final drive ratio for a
reduction in all gearing. While the Accord Euro R wasn’t designed
around a circuit, replacing the 4-5-6 gears with those from a DC5 meant
shorter gears for better acceleration.
Power means nothing without precision handling with minor
reinforcement additions to the already-stiff chassis, the handling
is further tuned with coilovers as well as tweakable suspension
components to keep it planted under full power cornering. The
“weaker” stock brakes, had to make way for the Brembo front brake
calipers, along with strong-bite brake pads for the ultimate screaming
to a stop action.
Raising the handling bar, hardrace front and rear camber kit and
lightened lower arm for move geometry adjustments, plus an 19mm
rear anti roll bar to keep the car rotating well on the circuit. Ultimately,
the choice of rubber: High-performance Pirelli P-zeros tyres with
lightweight wheels ensure that no bump shall unsettle this finely tuned
racer from the line.
Being apt at both a daily transporter and a track warrior, the interior
sees very little change, save for the addition of track-use gauges from
Defi and Apexi, a nice slick Spoon short shifter paired with a weighted
Blox knob and a deep Nardi 350mm steering wheel.
Wild on the inside, graceful on the outside, the Js carbon fibre bonnet
provides substantial weight savings, while hinting at the ferocity which
lives under it. It’s a fantastic scheme which keeps growing on us. Rare it
may be, but great it shall always be!
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Honda Accord Euro R

POWER MEANS
NOTHING WITHOUT
PRECISION HANDLING

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

8

8

8

9

8

ENGINE
WiSeco Piston 87mm
FD2R Conrod, oil pump, crankshaft
BC stage 3 cam
Toda valve spring
RDX 410cc injector
Injen Open Pod Air Intake
S90 70mm throttle body
HKS Exhaust
Toda header
Hondata Kpro
DC5R Kpro ECU
Ported RBC intake manifold
Final drive 5.33
DC5R gearing 4,5,6

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

UNDERCARRIAGE
Mitin Coilover
Hardrace front and rear camber kit
Hardrace lower arm
Cusco Front top Strut Bar
Ultra racing 19mm anti roll bar
Ultra racing rear 4 point bar
Wedssport SA 70 with
Pirelli p-zero 225/45R17
Brembo 4 pot brake caliper
Dixcel type Z brake pad
Stainless steel brake hose

p18-19_#94REV_FC_Honda Accord.indd 19

INTERIOR
Defi Gauges (Water Temp, Oil Temp, Oil Press,)
Spoon short shifter
Blox gear knob
Nardi 350mm steering wheel
Hkb boss kit
Apexi rev/speed meter
EXTERIOR
Nardo grey paintwork
Js Carbon fibre bonnet
Mugen window visors
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Peter Lindbergh’s on
his legendary photos
TEXT & PHOTOS PORSCHE

I

f Lindbergh had a hastag, it would be #nofilter.
Being one of the world’s top photographers, he
is against all forms of image manipulation. His
hallmark is pure, untouched photos of models with
minimal make up. He shot the Pirelli Calendar in 1996,
2002 and 2017, helping out in the 2014 edition.
The “70 years of Porsche sports car” saw Peter
Lindbergh shooting the Porsche Mission E, and the
iconic 911 sports car. This photographic series was
created as part of the “Porsche Talent Project” that was
launched by the sports car manufacturer last year with
the aim of giving young artists the opportunity to
collaborate with the greats from the field.
It’s clear that you are passionate about sharing your
knowledge and ability, and about taking on the role

peter.indd 20

of mentor. You are also helping to support talented
young people as part of the Porsche Talent Project.
Where does your passion stem from? And what
advice would you give to aspiring photographers?
In truth, this is a new passion for me. In the past I often
declined this kind of project because I simply didn’t
have the time. But in February 2017 I said yes for the
first time, and I was amazed to discover how much I,
too, could learn from projects like this.
I think it’s an interesting experience, because you are
forced to think about your own motivations as well. I
would encourage aspiring photographers to sit down
with a sheet of paper and think about what they want
to do next week. Then they should go and photograph
exactly that.
What made you want to photograph this Porsche
project? What did you see in it?
This was an interesting project for me on a number of
levels. For one thing, the prospect of shooting a classic
911 and the first fully electric Porsche together was
incredibly appealing. I was also excited by the idea
of integrating people into this scene in a very natural
way. And none of the subjects, neither human nor car,
was dependent on the other.

The two models knew exactly what to do to make
sure it didn’t just look as though we’d posed people
in front of a car. It was very interesting to observe
this process. And the result was a unique kind of
poetry. Luckily we had bad weather. The images
would never have had this striking effect under a
blue sky.
Porsche is steeped in tradition, a legendary German
brand. Are there also historical aspects to your
photographic interpretation of this topic?
Back when I was a child, my knees would begin to
tremble when I heard the sound of a Porsche engine.
I think it’s wonderful when moments like this become
memories that inspire you. For me, the Porsche legend
was always something very special. And the brand has
continued to express itself in a unique and personal
way. I’ve always appreciated that.
When you photograph a car, do you also feel a
human connection?
Yes, although that is dependent on one thing: I need
to be given complete freedom to take authentic
photos. Just like on this shoot. Porsche gave me
free rein, and it was a wonderful and informative
experience for me.
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HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

Rev89_Harmony.indd 1

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor
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Make Space For The Sta

W

r

hile the Attrage is pr
actically everywhere
in
Singapore, someon
e certainly took a big
gamble
to call the smaller At
trage a Space Star. No
be mistaken as the Sp
t to
ace Wagon or Space
Gear - which
were sold here as we
ll.
But for many people,
the Space Star is a ve
ry affordable
way of private trans
portation. But a few
(we would
like to think, the on
e and only) - have pa
rticipated in
motorspor ts with thi
s car.
Don’t scoff at this litt
le hatchback just ye
t. A Swedish
company, Mpart AB
, took the Mirage (as
it is called
there), shoved in a
smaller Mitsubishi 4B
11 engine,
four-wheel- drive sys
tem to create the ins
anely fast
Mirage R5.
It is proof that this litt
le car can take on mu
ch more
than it was originall
y designed for - plu
s when it gets
mated to an owner
who dares to take the
car to the
limits - you’ll find thi
s particular car comp
eting in both
local and events in Ma
laysia!
Being limited by loc
al regulations, there
is no special
little 4B11, but the ori
ginal 3A92 - tweake
d and fettled
for a bit more oomp
h by Gary’s for a bette
r punch,
along with removing
the CV T lag . There is
also a few
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mods to fur ther up
the throttle respons
e, namely a
homemade cold air
feed which runs to the
front grill of
the car.
Being a small nimble
car, the focus here wa
s more on
making sure it would
dart and dash past all
the cones in
Gymkhana events. Th
e skinny wheels had
to go, and in
went nice thick 6.5J
wheels paired up wi
th the defacto
performance tyre, the
Yokohama AD08R.
Since the Space Sta
r is relatively new in
our market,
she looked towards
Malaysia - where the
Mirage
was sold for the past
six years. Scoring a go
od set of
coilovers, plus custo
m spring rates for a
soft rear setup,
the handling of the
car was significantly
improved - a
far cry from the old
lowering spring/sprin
g stiffener
combination she sta
rted out with.
A CV T equipped car
can be a formidable
competitor as
the engine is always
on the boil and powe
r is constantly
delivered to the wh
eels, even though co
rners. And to
keep her from sliding
around in the car, a
semi-bucket
seat combined with
a racing harness (stow
ed for daily
use) did the trick.
Having to use the ve
ry same car for daily
duties - and
then driving up to as
far as Penang to comp
ete without
tearing the whole da
r down, it’s a little wo
nder. Perhaps,
this could be the mo
st fun you can have
in a car without
wrecking the bank ac
count. Slow? Maybe,
but life is not
about how fast you
drive down a straight
road...
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Mitsubishi Space Star
Engine

Aerodynamics
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Cockpit
Dressup

7

Uniqueness

Handling
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EN GI NE
rive Throttle
MI2 Boost Speed E-D
ake
Int
Air
Extended Cold
Tunning
Tunning by Gary’s
on
ssi
mi
ns
Tra
d
an
ECU
E
UN DE RC AR RI AG
d rear strut bar
an
nt
Ultra Racing fro
g rear
ver 8kg front and 4k
Ftune Racing Coilo
lt
Kenny’s Camber bo
on 15x6.5j Wheels
Yokohama AD08R
IN TE RI OR
t seat
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OEM Oil Temperat
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BE CONNECTED.

Free your drive.
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Enter a dynamic new dimension
of wireless connectivity
N o w y o u d o n’t n e e d a n y c a b l e t o c o n n e c t y o u r s m a r t p h o n e t o t h e l a t e s t
Pioneer multimedia AV receiver and its advanced features. Wireless Mirroring
function displays a wirelessly connected smartphone which is compatible with the
function on the receiver display, and touch operation* of this display makes it easy
to share various content stored in the smartphone with other passengers.
The Pioneer AVH-Z9150BT also provides compatibility with Apple CarPlay and

AVH-Z9150BT

support connecting to a compatible iPhone using either a wireless connection or

Multimedia AV Receivers

a wired USB connection. Drive with Pioneer into an exciting new dimension
of entertainment.

Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.
AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Pioneer Electronics AsiaCentre Pte. Ltd. | 2, Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01, Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777 Fax: +65 6274 3703

Find Us on Facebook :
www.facebook.com/
PioneerCarEntertainment

www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

Authorised Dealers

North

AutoTrend Enterprise
Choon Chong Auto Co.
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories
Express Motion Pte Ltd
JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories
Knight Auto Accessories
Nam Huat Auto Accessories
RST Auto Accessories
TS Auto Accessories & Trading

Tel: 6253 3333
Tel: 6459 8068
Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811
Tel: 6453 4522
Tel: 6282 6180
Tel: 6754 3616
Tel: 6454 2262
Tel: 6456 5108
Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

West

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Hai Wee Enterprise
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6566 5983
Tel: 6566 2080 / 6316 3373

East

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Chop Yong Moh
Foon Audio Garage
King's Way Sound Garage
Leader Automobile Workshop
New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.
New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6344 1854
Tel: 6841 2773
Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
Tel: 66358338
Tel: 6742 8769
Tel: 6348 6220
Tel: 6288 7580
Tel: 6841 6882

Central

Singtrade Marketing & Services Pte Ltd
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6354 2853
Tel: 6276 8826
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HARMAN POWER

Harman has announced that it will start measuring car radio feature
usage. Teaming with JD Power, it will measure, for example, how
many people have used Bluetooth pairing on their radio. And it can
measure usage of other radio features and consumer preferences.
This information is then made available to car companies so they can
make improvements and provide better training at the dealer level to
consumers. There is also aftermarket potential for this new Harman/
JD Power capability. While the current focus is on OEMs, a Harman
spokesperson said, “Yes, this application could be applied to aftermarket
products as well. Harman can measure data from an OEM head unit and/
or using a dedicated OBD2 dongle.”

CHOSEN
ONE

Harman already offers a program called Harman Ignite, a cloud solution
that “enables a unique view into driver usage patterns, and when
combined with JD Power consumer data, will provide functional-level
insights into how consumers are interacting with the systems and what
they may want from the in-car experience. With this service, OEMs and
suppliers can identify areas that can be improved and ultimately bring
desired features and functions to market faster,” it said. Data will only be
collected from consumers who opt in to the program. And this data will
be collected anonymously to protect consumer privacy, said Harman.
For more information, visit www.ceoutlook.com

41 per cent of consumers in the US now say that a premium audio
system is a must have features in a new car. This is up from 35 per cent
last year, according to Strategy Analytics.
And almost half of the respondents in a new study said they would pay
USD$1,500 or less for premium audio as an option on their next car. Bose
continues to be the most preferred premium audio brand. In the US, it
was preferred by 19 percent more respondents than Sony, which is the
second most popular brand. Pioneer took third place in the US followed
by JBL and Boss Audio. What do you think is the preferred brand for
consumers here in Singapore?
For more information, visit www.ceoutlook.com
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oyota’s Harrier is becoming ever present within
the in-car entertainment (ICE) fraternity. This
comes as little surprise as it furnishes both
owner and installer with a reliable, fuss free
platform to work with. With a cabin area that is
functional, projects that span far beyond their wildest
dreams can be executed without much obstacles. The
boot space is also very usable for customisation, with
angles well proportioned to include ICE products that
are both aurally and aesthetically pleasing.

This all-new Harrier Turbo Luxury Edition has
probably the best sounding system in Singapore
now. It recently won three awards during Heat 1
of EMMA Singapore Championship 2018. We have
no reservations that this is a champion breed, as it
was victorious in the Best Of Sound category and
OEM. It also achieved a 3rd placing in the King Of
Sound category.
James is the owner of this ride, and he has carefully
done his research online for his beloved sound
system project, starting from his installer, Xtremez
Audio. Handing over the keys to Charles from
Xtremez was his best choice, as the staff was careful
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Starting from the source unit
was the Alpine X009 for Harrier
- a 9-inch touch screen player
connected to both the optical
and RCA into the Helix DSP PRO
MK2 signal processor, which
controls the whole system’s
tuning options.
The speakers are all hidden in the
original position of the car. The
legendary Micro Precision Z Studio
was the best option for James, as he
loves crystal clear, natural, fast and
responsive tonal balance drivers.
These speakers are Made in Germany
by Thomas Hoffmann, and the cones
are produced by Mr Golich.
The Z Studio Tweeters and Midrange
sit in the original dashboard position.
A detailed workmanship position the
drivers perfectly in line, protected by a
customised grill that makes the overall
look perfectly original. The Z Studio Midbass sits
nicely in the original door panel with another custom
grill to protect and further enhance the overall sound
production. The Z Studio Woofer sits in a custom
ported enclosure along with the amplifiers.

Another project highlight will be the three units
of Abyss Dual mono A Class with each 2 x 80W
powering the Hi, Mid and Low Channel. This latest
edition of amplifiers can be
considered a pure classic, as
they are tasked to reproduce
the feel of muscle cars from
the 70s to 90s. The Brax
graphic series amplifier
powers the woofer. It is not
seen in the picture as it was
hidden inside the amplifier
rack to maintain a simple
but classic outlook.
The overall output is
stunning to say the least,
with all areas of the sound
spectrum well catered to
impress even the most
critical audiophile. The
mid and highs are precise
and thoroughly accurate,
while the lows give the
much needed boost
when genres switch
from acoustic to bassheavy beats. It is an all-rounded ICE machine
- a project that has accolades to back up its wellsorted credentials. This Toyota Harrier might become
an ever-present feature at future EMMA Singapore
competitions. Watch this space for more updates on
this decked-out Harrier!

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL NANCY INN BY PETER LEE
FROM LAREINA TALENT MANAGEMENT VIDEO STEVEN LU

Yes, we have featured countless Toyota Harriers,
but for good reason. The quality of Harriers with
full fledged ICE-infused finishes is nothing short of
outstanding. From clean-cut builds to aggressive
projects, we’ve seen what the Harrier is capable of providing an avenue for the owner to express his or
her personality via their mode of transport.

and detailed in every step. Selecting equipments
was also a tough decision. But the effort paid off and
results were exemplary!
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This all-new
Harrier Turbo
Luxury Edition has
probably the best
sounding system
in Singapore now
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Heat 1 of EMMA
Singapore Championship
2018 concludes in style

KRADO LOW

A

ccording to mobile media enthusiasts in
Singapore, the 29th of July was reserved for
one purpose - to celebrate the passion of in-car
entertainment (ICE). Heat 1 of EMMA Singapore
Championship 2018 was held on a Sunday from 11am
till late, which served as the perfect opportunity for
audiophiles to mingle and network about all things
mobile media.
The highly anticipated event for audiophiles clearly did
not disappoint, judging by the turnout of all stakeholders
involved - sponsors, audiophiles, participants, spectators
and automotive enthusiasts were ever present at Carros
Centre, the officiel venue provider located at 60 Jalan
Lam Huat. Festivities of the core event was further
amplified with the inclusion of the Singapore Honda
Vezel/HR-V Club (SHVHC), which held a mega meet for
2018. SQ demo cars by sponsors were also on display,
providing the all-important audio boost to amp up the
mood of the 9-hour event.
It was a highly intense affair during the competition, with
participants taking weeks or even months to prep their
vehicles for the big show. VIctory was only the icing on the
cake, because we could sense the excellent camaraderie
amongst all participants and audio fans that made the
competition more friendly than ever. Nevertheless, owners
and installers who put in the most effort in their respective
categories were rewarded.
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In the SQ E-Cat Euro 3000 class, Simon from Xtremez
emerged champion with the Toyota CH-R, followed by
Zhijie with a Toyota Harrier (also installed by Xtremez),
who came out tops in the SQ E-Cat Euro 2000 class.
Jayson Neo, also installed by Xtremez and driving a Toyota
Harrier, was placed first in the SQ E-Cat Unlimited class,
while Kong Kuot Mum from Malaysia, installed by Top
Change, emerged champion in a Nissan Almera (SQ S-Cat
Unlimited class).
In the SQ M-Cat 5000 class, Mr Koh with the Honda
Stepwagon was placed first, installed by Xtremez. James
in yet another Toyota Harrier emerged victorious in the
SQ M-Cat OEM class, also installed by Xtremez. James also
won the SQ X-Cat Unlimited Best of Sound. Bravo!
The SQ M-CAT King of Sound is probably one of the most
highly sought after prize of the day, and it was won by Ivan
Goh from Malaysia, with a Toyota Estima installed by Great
Sound. In the SQ M-Cat Euro 9000 category, Alson in a
Toyota Harrier emerged first, installed by Xtremez. The MM
S-Cat One Class was won by Mohd Zamri Bin Mohd Zan
from Malaysia with a Toyota Wish, installed by Kai Ling Car.
It is certainly refreshing to identify the quality of vehicles
participating in Heat 1. We are looking forward to the next
installment, which promises even more quality rides for
audiophiles to admire and appreciate. Watch this space as
we bring to you more EMMA Singapore-related content!
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Music is a strong force.
Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.
Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

3 Series $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.
Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

5 Series $1,488 (2 way Passive)
Wide Range $598 (80mm Midrange)
Wide & Deep Room Information

7 Series $2,368 (2 way Active)
Spectrum of Musical Energy
*Prices include installation and accessories

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
Speaker Cables
SQ 2.75M - $408
Silver & Copper Dual core
SQ 5M - $468
Price on Application

Micro_precision.indd 1

Z Studio Price on Application
Highest & Most Precise

Z Series $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)
$2,388 (10” Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz | microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are
manufactured in Germany
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Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV
Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!
Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

Rev80_urive.indd 1

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg
Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models
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One Litre Six Gears
Endless Fun

Hyundai Kona 1.0 T-GDI
1,353cc, inline-4 turbocharged
120hp / 6,000 rpm
172Nm / 1,500-4,000rpm
6 Speed Manual
12.0 seconds
205km/h
6.7L/100km
B Neutral
S$88,999
Now (www.hyundaimotors.com.sg)

MANUAL? ONLY MANUAL?
Yes and we don’t care. For an editor for a magazine that
features almost every manual car left on Singapore roads,
test driving a brand new manual car is a huge sigh of
relief. Sure, the Kona would sell much better here if it had
an automatic gearbox to cater for a wider audience, but
there isn’t one available on planet earth. Yet.

WHAT IS THIS? A TRACTOR?
Very wrong. It’s just as fast as Singapore’s most popular
crossover - the Honda HR-Vezel. Chances are, you’ll more
be likely to go into race mode at the traffic lights because
when it comes to driver involvement, nothing beats the
manual transmission. If you want an easy car to use, look
elsewhere, cupcake.

AFTER DRIVING BOTH VERSIONS, WHICH IS
BETTER?
Definitely the manual. The automatic 1.6 Turbo may have
more power with the added convenience of a seven
speed gearbox, but the 1.0 has a different feel to it. It
doesn’t feel sluggish and it accelerates very well due to
some clever gearing for the first three gears, where city
traffic will demand the most of. Never mind that the
engine idles rough, makes a pretty din under full power
and doesn’t go that fast… manual is manual.

Look past the manual gearbox and the Kona is bang up
to date with all the modern features a car ought to have.
Touchscreen entertainment? Aux in? USB port? Two 12V
power sockets? Parking sensors? Yes, good. Hill descent
control? What does this button actually do?

DOES IT HAVE MANUAL AIRCON CONTROLS TOO?
Why yes, it does. Fortunately, that’s the last manual
thing about it - we definitely don’t want manual
winding windows this decade. But hey, a manual air
conditioning control means less things likely to break and that is a fact.

p37_BTW_Hyundai.indd 37

DRIVING
Like the 1.6 Turbo, this has a good amount of refinement
and a light steering feel. Similarly, it does lean more in the
corners but It is a pretty agile thing. The rear end however,
feels much more disconnected from the car than it was
on the 1.6 Turbo - barely adding to the driving excitement
and only making sure you know the rear wheels are still
there when you drive over bumps.
Thing is, the manual gearbox (again) transforms the entire
driving experience - if only if they bothered to give it an

armrest which could be adjusted for height - enthusiastic
up shifting might result in a very bruised elbow if you like
to sit with the driver’s seat in the lowest position.
Yes, it still does not have a boot tonneau cover. Why?
IS THIS THE HATCHBACK THE NEW GENERATION
DESERVES?
It won’t cause a stampede by the sub $100k car fans to
the Hyundai showroom to trade in their beloved manual
hatchbacks or sedans for a Kona. It’s ultimately still a
Hyundai crossover and it’s highly unlikely that we’ll see
coilovers and exhaust systems being mass produced for
this model, although there are a handful already on sale
on eBay.
Think of it as a practical high-riding hatchback with
some youthful rejuvenance with the manual gearbox. It
makes you feel faster than you are actually going and it is
interesting to look at.
Hot hatch the Kona is not, but it is our first taste of the
Hyundai i20 (which it is based on), that could bring an
actual wind of change. Come on, both the Jazz and HRVezel are available here, make it happen!
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lackVue is on a roll this year. The DR900S Series pushes dashcam video fidelity
and storage efficiency to a whole new level by bringing new sensor technology
as well as file compression technology to the market.

What’s New?
We start with the basics. The DR900S is available as a single (DR900S-1CH) and dual
channel (DR900S-2CH) dashcam, with the latter featuring a Full HD rear camera.
Along with 4K recording, the new models feature HEVC compression, dual-band
2.4-5GHz Wi-Fi and BlackVue Over the Cloud connectivity - in short, it is the best
feature-rich dashcam money can buy. Period.
With the push for 4K ultra definition videos, the front camera gains a 8-megapixel
CMOS sensor (as opposed to the 2.1-megapixel of the DR750S, which is a Full HD
dashcam). This jump in sensor megapixel count is not a number race - 4K resolution
may be twice of Full HD, but it requires four times more pixels to maintain the image
quality. That is why the sensor has to quadruple in pixel count in order to keep up.
The model we tested, the DR900S-2CH still features a familiar rear camera equipped
with the Full HD Sony Starvis sensor. That brings us to the next big jump, the video
file size. With 4K having nearly four times more pixels, you would imagine that file
sizes would be four times bigger…
Squeeze more technology
The BlackVue DR900S Series features High Efficiency Video Coding compression,
HEVC in short, and most often called the H.265 in the broadcast industry. Compared
to the older AVC/H.264 standards, which breaks down video into 16x16 pixels, HEVC
can operate up to 64×64 pixels and decrease the size of the overall video file.
A dashcam is only as good as the memory media it records on, and Wow! Gadgets,
the local distributor for BlackVue dashcams has kindly bundled their own highquality dashcam specific MLC MicroSD memory card with the DR900S.
A dashcam-specific MLC card is designed to be constantly and continuously written
to , the difference is inside the controller chip - which has to handle the constant
rewriting of dashcams. Ever had a dashcam suddenly stop recording? That is highly
likely due to the memory card going into write-lock upon detecting bad sectors.
Dashcam-specific MLC cards have better error correction, wear leveling and
controller chips which increase performance and lifespan, and seeing such a card
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being bundled with the DR900S takes the guesswork out.
How fast is this?
Having experienced the speedy operation of the DR750S series, we are pleased
with the speed that the DR900S series operates at. A full power-on boot time took
approximately 26 seconds, and it powers down in about 16 seconds.
If you have wired the camera to receive power with the ignition off with a Power
Magic or a Cellink B battery, the dashcam will switch to parking mode as soon as it
detects that the car is no longer in motion. It took about 15 seconds to switch modes.
A new feature found in the DR900S series is the dual-band 2.4/5GHz Wi-Fi. You can
configure it to connect up to three different network on either Wi-Fi band - this
enables the Over the Cloud functionalities. Download speeds are noticeably quicker
on the BlackVue app on a phone that supports the 5GHz 802.11ac standard, but
note that 5GHz has a shorter range than the older 2.4GHz 802.11n standards.
Another new thing in the DR900S is the “Quick Play” setting which streams a lower
resolution video to the phone for quicker playback and viewing. This considerably
shortens the time needed to find and download that important file.
Ease of Use
With such emphasis on smartphones these days, the dashcam’s companion app has
evolved significantly to keep up. With a fresh clean interface, the BlackVue App allows
access to settings, video files and direct Live View. In the BlackVue Cloud menu, one
can connect to the dashcam from anywhere and even see what is going on live.
With the Blacvue Cloud running, the dashcam will be actively sending
notifications to the smartphone as it detects events. The DR900S is able to
automatically upload event files to the BlackVue Cloud as well, so that events are
safely captured and stored.
While the design hasn’t changed, with only one button to turn on Wi-Fi or format
the memory card, there is a proximity sensor on the other end of the dashcam
now, which only requires one to wave a finger nearby to toggle audio recording or
manual recording.
Updating the DR900S firmware was a breeze with Wi-Fi, and we quickly got busy
with the latest firmware released on 13 August. This allows the DR900S to operate
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in Time Lapse parking mode mode with buffered event recordings, along with a
refined motion and impact detection with region-based motion detection, which
is handy if you have too many unnecessary parking mode recordings triggered by
moving objects or reflections off the bonnet.
But.. image is everything
Right from the very moment when we opened our DR900S files, is that 4K offers
much better detail and quality. If you have a 4K TV or monitor, the difference
between a 4K and a Full HD recording is very noticeable.
In fact, we took a while to realize that BlackVue has switched to a wider 162 degrees
Field Of View (FOV) lens, coverage is excellent. However, such a wide lens tend to
make objects appear to be further away than they actually are.
We noticed that the DR900S seems “darker”, but it was more of the contrast setting
of the camera which brings out more details and colours in the image. This however
did mean there were certain situations spots where certain detail was lost - With a
slight tweaking of the camera’s orientation and settings we were able to get mostly
good footage.
In the night, reflective license plates tend to “glow” once light hits them, making
it difficult to get any clear view. The 900S with its higher resolution and contrast
allows it to pull some positive readings but only at certain distances from the
car. It can also be configured to record at Full HD at 60fps if that is more suitable
for you.
The BlackVue DR900S image quality is overall better than a typical high-end Full HD
dashcam. In the daytime, most videos turn out pleasantly well enough - plus, we
are dealing with a wider FOV than the predecessor, hence a slight distortion comes
into play as well. Perhaps the only sore thumb is the night performance. Events are
clearly captured but the video is slightly fuzzy even on a brightly lit road.
However, with some amount of tweaking, the BlackVue DR900S is capable of producing
better images and thus it is definitely recommended for the dashcam enthusiast!
The new DR900S series is now available at all authorized BlackVue dealers. Wow!
Gadgets is the sole distributor for BlackVue products in Singapore and Malaysia. For
the list of authorized BlackVue dealers, or more information, please visit
www.blackvue.com.sg.
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CMOS sensor (as opposed to the 2.1-megapixel of the DR750S, which is a Full HD
dashcam). This jump in sensor megapixel count is not a number race - 4K resolution
may be twice of Full HD, but it requires four times more pixels to maintain the image
quality. That is why the sensor has to quadruple in pixel count in order to keep up.
The model we tested, the DR900S-2CH still features a familiar rear camera equipped
with the Full HD Sony Starvis sensor. That brings us to the next big jump, the video
file size. With 4K having nearly four times more pixels, you would imagine that file
sizes would be four times bigger…
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How fast is this?
Having experienced the speedy operation of the DR750S series, we are pleased
with the speed that the DR900S series operates at. A full power-on boot time took
approximately 26 seconds, and it powers down in about 16 seconds.
If you have wired the camera to receive power with the ignition off with a Power
Magic or a Cellink B battery, the dashcam will switch to parking mode as soon as it
detects that the car is no longer in motion. It took about 15 seconds to switch modes.
A new feature found in the DR900S series is the dual-band 2.4/5GHz Wi-Fi. You can
configure it to connect up to three different network on either Wi-Fi band - this
enables the Over the Cloud functionalities. Download speeds are noticeably quicker
on the BlackVue app on a phone that supports the 5GHz 802.11ac standard, but
note that 5GHz has a shorter range than the older 2.4GHz 802.11n standards.
Another new thing in the DR900S is the “Quick Play” setting which streams a lower
resolution video to the phone for quicker playback and viewing. This considerably
shortens the time needed to find and download that important file.
Ease of Use
With such emphasis on smartphones these days, the dashcam’s companion app has
evolved significantly to keep up. With a fresh clean interface, the BlackVue App allows
access to settings, video files and direct Live View. In the BlackVue Cloud menu, one
can connect to the dashcam from anywhere and even see what is going on live.
With the Blacvue Cloud running, the dashcam will be actively sending
notifications to the smartphone as it detects events. The DR900S is able to
automatically upload event files to the BlackVue Cloud as well, so that events are
safely captured and stored.
While the design hasn’t changed, with only one button to turn on Wi-Fi or format
the memory card, there is a proximity sensor on the other end of the dashcam
now, which only requires one to wave a finger nearby to toggle audio recording or
manual recording.
Updating the DR900S firmware was a breeze with Wi-Fi, and we quickly got busy
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in Time Lapse parking mode mode with buffered event recordings, along with a
refined motion and impact detection with region-based motion detection, which
is handy if you have too many unnecessary parking mode recordings triggered by
moving objects or reflections off the bonnet.
But.. image is everything
Right from the very moment when we opened our DR900S files, is that 4K offers
much better detail and quality. If you have a 4K TV or monitor, the difference
between a 4K and a Full HD recording is very noticeable.
In fact, we took a while to realize that BlackVue has switched to a wider 162 degrees
Field Of View (FOV) lens, coverage is excellent. However, such a wide lens tend to
make objects appear to be further away than they actually are.
We noticed that the DR900S seems “darker”, but it was more of the contrast setting
of the camera which brings out more details and colours in the image. This however
did mean there were certain situations spots where certain detail was lost - With a
slight tweaking of the camera’s orientation and settings we were able to get mostly
good footage.
In the night, reflective license plates tend to “glow” once light hits them, making
it difficult to get any clear view. The 900S with its higher resolution and contrast
allows it to pull some positive readings but only at certain distances from the
car. It can also be configured to record at Full HD at 60fps if that is more suitable
for you.
The BlackVue DR900S image quality is overall better than a typical high-end Full HD
dashcam. In the daytime, most videos turn out pleasantly well enough - plus, we
are dealing with a wider FOV than the predecessor, hence a slight distortion comes
into play as well. Perhaps the only sore thumb is the night performance. Events are
clearly captured but the video is slightly fuzzy even on a brightly lit road.
However, with some amount of tweaking, the BlackVue DR900S is capable of producing
better images and thus it is definitely recommended for the dashcam enthusiast!
The new DR900S series is now available at all authorized BlackVue dealers. Wow!
Gadgets is the sole distributor for BlackVue products in Singapore and Malaysia. For
the list of authorized BlackVue dealers, or more information, please visit
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Techneat’s Success Story

quickly became one of the best sellers at Techneat.

e kick off with a brief history of Techneat. They
started off as a small car wash shop in a fuel station
in Macpherson - gaining plenty of customers with
to their attention to detail. Moving along with the times,
they eventually ventured into retailing car accessories, and
finally opening their full-fledged workshop with a wide
variety of services.

The fast-growing Neuton Tyres’ value for money comes
with a low sticker price - enough to attract people away
from purchasing parallel imported tyres - which offer
little to no form of warranty after installation. In contrast,
Neuton Tyres are made with focus on performance,
safety, comfort and durability factors in order to meet the
evolving lifestyle demands of automotive users worldwide.

Helmed by Mr. Andy Toh, this successful shop has expanded
to offer tyres and aftermarket wheels, following his vision of
creating a “one-stop shop”. Some of his customers have been
patronising his services since he began washing their cars 20
years ago! “Being honest is the key,” said Mr. Andy.

With plenty of experience, we asked Mr. Andy to share
about some of the most common tyre-related problems
and share some tips to keep tyres in tip top shape.

Recently, Techneat received the Top Achiever award
for Neuton Tyres. Founded in 2006, Neuton Tyres is a
proprietary brand under YHI Corporation (Singapore) Pte
Ltd, offering a range of tyres that feature performance,
safety, comfort and durability in over 80 countries. Neuton
Tyres manufacture tyres for a wide variety of vehicles,
ranging from passenger cars, SUVs, 4X4 all-terrain vehicles,
to light trucks and vans.
“First time I heard about Neuton Tyres was 9 years ago,”
said Mr. Andy Toh. “Many were unfamiliar with the brand,
but they are familiar with YHI Corporation. Thus, many see
it as a safe choice.”
Backed by strong warranty and a good quality record, it
was easy to explain to customers about the tyres. Through
plenty of positive customer feedback and referrals, plus
its excellent value for money proposition, Neuton Tyres
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“Usually, it’s the driver. Many will never perform tyre
rotation at recommended intervals and check tyre
pressures at least once a month. Many problems have
surfaced as a result, such as uneven wear.”
“Tyres should be balance-checked every 10,000 km, and
it pays to ensure that your car’s suspension is in good
working order. Proper tyre shine is okay to use, and will
keep tyres looking good and protect them from the sun,
but only apply a thin layer.”
“Last but not least, compromised suspension components
such as loose ball joints, worn wheel bearings, blown shock
absorbers, springs or bushings can cause several tyre
problems, but many people will blame the tyres instead of
the car.”
Techneat Pte Ltd is located at 8 Kaki Bukit Avenue 4 #0338/39/40. For more information, visit www.facebook.com/
sgtechneat or call 96910887.
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SUPER
SERIES

Bangsaen Speed Festival

H

eld from the 11th to 15th of July, Bangsaen
Street Circuit played host to arguably one of
the most intense races of the Thailand Super
Series calendar. We’ve seen race-prepped beasts
charging down Sepang in Malaysia as well as
Chang International Circuit and Bira International
Circuit in Buriram and Pattaya respectively, but
nothing can challenge the appeal of competing
in a temporary circuit by the coast in Chon Buri
province, where pace and precision is amplified
and any mistake would have catastrophic
consequences for drivers (and even fans!).

The race was first organised in 2007, headed
by local politician and Porsche racer Sonthaya
Khunpluem. From relatively small beginnings with
a handful of races for local categories (including
a dusk into night saloon car race), the event has
quickly gained momentum, with increasingly
exotic machinery taking part. Indeed, Thailand
as a whole has seen an explosion of interest in
motorsport, with the visit of a diverse range of
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The Bangsaen street circuit can be considered
a modern creation, but its layout definitely
harks back to a different era. More Macau than
Singapore in style, it blasts around the twisty
streets of the seaside town in Chon Buri province.
Host to the end-of-season Speed Festival,
Bangsaen has become a firm fixture on the
Thailand Super Series and TCR calendars.
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international series on two and four wheels
fueling the local racing scene.
After only minor alterations from its
first running, it became clear that more
significant upgrades would be required if the
event was to continue to grow. Once safety
regulations were well in place, Bangsaen has
enjoyed a selection of GT3 cars in its GTM
Supercars category, plus the debut of the
TCR Thailand series on the street circuit, as
well as Super Pickup truck racers.
This season, spectators were able to witness
three races - the Thailand Super Car GTM
(Round 6), Thailand Super Car GTM Plus
(Round 6) and the Porsche Carrera Cup
Asia (Round 5). Rather than focusing on
the races, we’d figured out that it might be
more relatable exploring the opportunity
to take part in the festivities instead!
Travelling to Bangsaen might sound like
a daunting task, but some research via
Google Maps will result in a driving route
that is fairly straightforward from Thailand’s
Suvanarbhumi Airport. Bangsaen itself
comes alive at weekends thanks to its
popularity with Thais. The circuit is based
in the northern portion of the town and an
hour’s drive from the airport. For a more
relaxing experience, we recommend taking
a taxi from the airport. But those who might
want to venture to other provinces before or
after the event might opt to rent a car. After
all, Pattaya is not more than an additional
50km south of Bangsaen! We highly
recommend petrolheads to visit Bangsaen,
as this unique experience on the temporary
circuit exudes a charm that can never be
replicated in Singapore!
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CUSTOM
DREAM

Bangkok International
Auto Salon 2018

TEXT TEAM REV PHOTOS VINCE CARLO PHOTOGRAPHY

O

rganisers claim that the Bangkok International Auto
Salon 2018 is ASEAN’s biggest modified automotive
show and sale. And we have no doubt about this
after visiting the event grounds located at Hall 2
of Impact Challenger, Muang Thong Thani province. We
would have figured out that this event would hold some
substance as it is associated with the Tokyo Auto Salon - a
30-year license agreement has been reached to continue
showcasing ASEAN’s best aftermarket vehicles.
The 4th to 8th of July were nothing short of exhilarating,
hosting more than 600,000 visitors and 140 exhibitors.
There were more than 1,000 cars from both local and
international firms, all keen to showcase their latest
and greatest innovations. The entrance fee was THB100
(approximately SGD$4), but what we received in
“exchange” can be considered more valuable and enriching
than the input, as we were exposed to unique creations
from widebody Lamborghini Aventadors and R35 Nissan
GTRs, to race-prepped Ferrari 458s, Mazda RX-7s and Audi
R8s in extravagant liveries.
More “relatable” cars were also out in full force, including
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the latest-gen Suzuki Swift, Honda’s S660, Toyota Fortuner,
EK Honda Civic, and Subaru WRX with modifications that
go way beyond our wildest imagination. Two-wheeled
monsters were also on show, including cafe racers and
superbikes - these we reckon stole the limelight, given the
strength of Thailand’s biking culture.
And yes, aftermarket exhibitions would not be complete
without booth babes, and there were countless in this
year’s edition, performing as brand ambassadors with
some outshining others with several segments of “sexy”
car washes, much to the delight of adoring onlookers. It
is rather fascinating to observe how dedicated the booth
babes were - most of them were getting well into the
“groove” while being conscious about not stepping out
of “line”.
We are massive fans of Thailand’s aftermarket car culture
- petrolheads are usually on “gung-ho” mode when it
comes to modifying their prized possessions, both for
performance and aesthetics. We like how hands-on they
tend to be too, getting elbows greased and fingers stained
to ensure the project performs up to expectations. This
was apparent during the car club meets just outside the
Impact Challenger hall, with the RX-7 club, WRX club, VTEC
club and countless others strutting their projects in front of
adoring fans. We highly recommend the visit to next year’s
installment of Bangkok International Auto Salon to have a
taste of Thailand’s thirst for petrol-infused adrenaline!
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SPEED RACER

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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Ray-Ban ﬁres-up
petrolheads with the latest
Scuderia Ferrari Collection
STORY: CARMEN ROSSO / PHOTOS: RAY-BAN

We’ve passed the halfway point of 2018, and
that can only mean one thing - the entire
city is gearing up for one of the biggest
motorsports events of the year - the 2018
Formula 1 Singapore Airlines Singapore
Grand Prix. This in turn, means Formula One
driving accessories to look the part of a slick
racer will very soon be hitting the shelves.
The Ray-Ban for Scuderia Ferrari collection
makes it to our list for a second year
running. Introducing five track-ready
models, the collection reimagines the racing
stars from the 1970s, with three daring
shapes incorporated into new styles.
The new collection incorporates cuttingedge features. Each model is made with
Ray-Ban’s ultra-lightweight Lifeforce frames
and thin metal temples - ensuring only the
best comfort while on the track.
Inspired by the Scuderia Ferrari team’s
new hyper soft tyres, the models include
the angular RB4309M - one with a striking
update to the top racer’s glasses, and the
curvaceous RB4310M - a frame that makes
you feel at home behind the wheel.
[All five models will be available at W Optics at
Suntec City, from August 2018.]
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OPEN
WATERS

BR03-92 DIVER
BLUE
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BR03-92 DIVER
BRONZE LEATHER

Bell & Ross releases
a new contender for
the deep blue ocean
STORY: CARMEN ROSSO / PHOTOS: BELL & ROSS

Contrary to popular belief, Bell & Ross wasn’t
built just for the aviation world. In fact in
recent years, the brand has been branching
towards the other elements of the earth,
such as water and land.
In its most recent collection Bell & Ross pays
homage to the ocean, with the new BR03-92
Diver Blue, the world’s first square-cased dive
watch series made available on the market.
Fitted with a thicker back and a thicker bezel
to ensure the timepiece isn’t compromised
under the deep waters, the new BR03-92 is
still capable of looking not too exaggerated
for the wrist. At 42mm, the case can be easily
adapted to by its wearer and showcases its
deep ocean-blue dial clearly.
What piques the interest of most wearers is
the loss of colours, as they vanish one after
the other on its dial underwater. As a result,
the bright yellow hour hand will therefore
fade away to give precedence to the minute
hand, which allows visibility to ensure the
diver’s safety.
Water-resistant to 11,100 metres, the new
BR03-92 is further complemented with
a blue rubber and ultra-resilient black
synthetic fabric strap.
[For more details, visit bellross.com]
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Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!

PRE-OWNED
GOODNESS
For some time now, MB&F experienced increasing demand for
MB&F Machines that are no longer available on the market.
MB&F’s Certified Pre-Owned Chapter is a dedicated section of
their website where clients will find second-hand timepieces
that are virtually impossible to find. The section went live with a
carefully curated selection of limited edition pieces, and the first
pieces have already been sold. You might wonder why MB&F
would endorse the sale of pre-owned pieces – MB&F believes that
a strong brand is a brand that has a strong second-hand market.
With an MB&F Certified Pre-Owned timepiece, collectors get a
complete service and case refurbishment conducted by their own
watchmakers, at their workshop in Geneva. They will also receive
reassurance that the piece is 100% legit and in perfect working
condition. A 2-year unconditional warranty and free shipping to
anywhere in the world also comes as standard!
For more information, visit www.mbandf.com

SURFACE ACE
Microsoft has announced that the Surface Go 2-in–1 device
will be available in stores from August 28th.This is Microsoft’s
most affordable Surface device to date with a starting price of
SGS$618. This model comes with 4GB RAM and 64GB eMMC
storage. The souped-up variant will have 8GB RAM and 128GB
SSD storage, and will be priced at SGD$828. the 8.3mm-thin
Surface Go tablet weighs just 522g. It comes with a 10-inch, 1,800
x 1,200-pixel display, which supports the Surface Pen (available
separately). The Go comes with a headphone jack, a microSD card
slot, and a USB-C 3.1 port.

RGB
MADNESS
Logitech’s G512 RGB mechanical gaming keyboard is stuff made
of gamers’ dreams. For a start, there is Lightsync-enabled RGB
lighting, which delivers lighting effects in response to in-game
events. There are two versions for the keyboard - the Logitech
G512 Carbon Tactile and the G512 Carbon Linear. The former
features Romer-G Tactile switches and the latter has Romer-G
switches. Game on!
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RAINBOW
SPRINKLE
ASUS has revealed a new 2.5-inch FX external hard drive with RGB
lighting. Yes, more RGB goodness for both casual and hardcore
gamers! The FX drive measures 128 x 80 x 16.3mm and weighs
145g. ASUS has paid attention to the chassis, with an angled
surface and a brushed metal finish, rubber feet, and ASUS’
signature “Mayan” styling. ASUS claims that the use of a 5-axis
engraving and double injection molding technology helps to
create a more refined and durable surface to resist fingerprints
and improve grip. The user can also customise its effects or
synchronise it with other Aura Sync-compatible devices.

POWER
PACK
The PowerShot SX740 HS has just been officially announced. The
camera will be utilising a 20.3MP CMOS sensor powered by a
new DIGIC 8 imaging processor. The 4K frame Grab function will
also be another standout feature. It lets you take high resolution
stills from a 4K clip. Time-lapse movie recording has also been
built-in, and the camera will take advantage of Bluetooth to
maintain a constant connection with your phone, allowing you to
view your images via your phone and to tag each image with the
proper GPS coordinates. The PowerShot SX740 also gets a video
“Snapshot” feature, which lets you shoot four to eight-second
snippets and stitch them into a short movie. Will this be your next
go-to camera?

STEALTH
MODE
Secretlab has released the Omega
and Titan chairs in an understated,
yet cool ball-black color scheme.
The Secretlab and Omega and Titan
logos are rendered in a darker shade
of black and are still visible on the
backrests. These all-black Omega and
Titan will also come with features
including four-directional armrests,
memory-foam lumbar pillow, “PRIME
PU” leather and “cold-cure” foam in the
seats. The Omega Black and the Titan
Black has a list price of SGD$629 and
SGD$700 respectively.
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BRING
THE
BEAT
BACK

Alcoholiday makes taking on the streets
a breeze with some timeless pieces
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS BRAND

It’s the time of year that our wardrobe seems outdated after our shopping binge from
when the New Year began. In times like these, we look towards pieces of clothing that
remain timeless throughout the year.
Alcoholiday, a multi-label fashion store is one of few that delivers timelessness in style.
With brands such as Thrasher, Nirvana’s band tees, Obey, Champion and Kappa Alcoholiday is your one-stop solution that adopts its sense of fashion from the streets.
Housing the basic necessities of a streetwear haven, Alcoholiday offers from caps and
shades, to bags and socks. Our personal favourite still belongs to Nirvana’s band tees
which showcases the Led Zeppelin classic tee worn by one of our favourite characters
from the witty sitcom ‘The 70s Show’, Steven Hyde.
Located at Cathay Cineleisure and Bugis Junction, Alcoholiday puts the fun back in
the hunt of taking on the streets effortlessly.
[For more information, visit www.facebook.com/alcoholidaystore/]

A L C O H O L I DAY

w

@ALCOHOLIDAYSTORE

@ALCOHOLIDAY

BANDTEES
FLORAL SHIRTS

+
8 Grange Road, Cineleisure #02-01 S(239695)
+

200 Victoria Street, Bugis Junction #03-10D S(188021)
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NIRVANA
SHOE CLEANSER
JASON MARKK

THRASHER
KAPPA
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SMOKE THE CITY

World’s best drift racers
burn rubber in Liverpool
TEXT & PHOTOS RED BULL CONTENT POOL

T

he world’s top drift racers descended
upon the city of Liverpool to witness one
of the biggest and loudest motorsport
events to ever hit the UK. Red Bull
Drift Shifters was originally dreamt up by
New Zealand professional drifter ‘Mad’ Mike
Whiddett, debuting in his home town of
Auckland back in 2012.
The adrenaline-fuelled event challenged drivers
to test their nerve and manoeuvre their way
around the features; scoring points for speed,
line, angle and proximity of their cars to the
obstacles.
The competition in Liverpool saw twelve global
drift legends come to town. Gaz Whiter from
New Zealand, driving a Nissan Silvia V8, beat the
competition to be crowned champion ahead of
Forrest Wang and Fredric Aasbø.
The state-of-the-art technology system
rewarded drivers as they drove in their own style
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using sensors which instantly converted the
quality of each drifting performance into a point
score, removing the need for judges and or any
perceived human bias over the final results.
The course took in many iconic places around
Liverpool, including the Royal Liver building.
The award ceremony took place on Liverpool’s
famous dockside. Whiter, who saw his last lap
be awarded the highest score of the day, said:
“It’s been amazing! The electricity from the fans
here in Liverpool was incredible and it’s been a
blast to put on a show in the UK. I had my route
mapped out in my head, it was a bit risky, but
thankfully it paid off.”
Mad Mike, who placed 9th, said: “It was
absolutely unreal, I’m ecstatic! It was
overwhelming to see how many people came
out and to see the actual event unfold so
perfectly. For me the success of the event is
far, far better than me standing on top of the
podium”.
The event was organised in partnership with
Liverpool City Council and forms part of
Liverpool 2018 – a year of projects marking a
decade since Liverpool’s transformational year
as European Capital of Culture.
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Results:

1. Gaz Whiter
2. Forrest Wang
3. Fredric Aasbø
4. Piotr Wicek
5. James Deane
6. Abdo Feghali
7. Masato Kawabata
8. Dean Kearney
9. Mad Mike Whiddett
10. Joachim Waagaard
11. Fanga Dan Woolhouse
12. Matt Carter
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TECH

WE’VE TESTED
MAZDA’S ‘HOLY GRAIL’
OF ENGINE TECH…
...and it works, and will be in next
year’s new Mazda 3. The engine
technology explained, tested in
person - and what it means for you
TEXT DERRYN WONG PHOTOS MAZDA, DERRYN WONG

M

ine Proving Ground, Yamaguchi Prefecture
- Internal combustion engines are dead.
Diesel’s fast running out of steam because of
particulate matter emissions and the belated
realisation it’s not as clean as Europe made it out to be.
Gasoline will soldier on, but it’s a dead horse walking,
staggering on until the complete takeover of electric
cars, upon which it’ll be taken out to pasture and shot
(electrocuted?) to death.
At 2017’s Tokyo Motor Show, Mazda announced it had
perfected a form of homogeneous charge compression
ignition (HCCI) for gasoline engines. But does it really
work, and why should you, Mr Regular Singaporean care?
To that end, we have come to Mine Proving Ground
to test Mazda’s prototype machine, endowed not only
with Skyactiv X, but also Mazda’s next-generation
vehicle architecture.
While it sounds terribly complex, Skyactiv X is quite easy
to understand on a conceptual level: The respective
pluses of gasoline (cleaner, wide powerband) and diesel
(big torque, efficiency) combined into one engine.
What we first noticed when driving the prototype wasn’t
actually the increased torque, but the smoothness of
the power delivery. Against the X engine, the G model
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seemed almost raw and rough edged - we could feel and
hear the engine burr come through at certain points in
the cabin, and through the pedals.
There was an obvious, brief rattle, which kicked in just
a moment or two before the natural upshift point,
but Mazda says it’s aware of the issue, which all the
prototypes display, and it will be fixed before mass
production. After all these cars aren’t even production
prototypes, but technology test beds.
The G cars had fuel consumption displays, but not
the prototypes, while the X cars had a iPad rigged to
show if the engine was operating in spark-controlled
compression ignition (SPCCI), or just plain ole’ spark
ignition (SI).
Skyactiv X works with the spark ignition ‘always on’ so
to speak, SPCCI happens during most of the rev range,
but above 4,000rpm or so, it reverts to being a regular
SI-only engine.
On paper, the 2.0 X engine makes more power and
torque than the current 2.0 G unit: 190hp and 230Nm
of torque, versus 165hp and 210Nm of torque. While a
different of 20Nm doesn’t sound like a big difference,
the X engine feels much gruntier, flexible and diesel
like, probably because it has a wider torque band (peak
torque is made earlier, and for longer) than the G engine.
On Mine Circuit though, we found ourselves shifting
gears more often with the G engine, whereas pulling a
‘lazy taxi driver’ in the X car was more feasible.
The test course hit all speeds, from low-speed parking lot
manoeuvres, to 120km/h on a gently cresting straight,
plus uphill and downhill corners. With the X, I left it in
third-gear the entire time, and didn’t bother to downshift
for climbs. The prototype simply grunted its way up hills
easily, and it didn’t peak out at our highest speeds either,
indicative of a wide and useful torque band.
And for totally logical reasons, I also tried running
the Skyactiv X engine into higher revs, watching the
computer readout indicate spark ignition operation only.
As the revs climbed, the torque dipped a little - just like a
gasoline engine - though there was still plenty of it, and
with it the slight roughness of the G engine.
In short, If you drove it sight unseen, you would have
been convinced it’s a turbodiesel - if not for the complete
absence of the usual clatter, and a higher rev range.
We would have loved to have seen proof of improved
economy - it claims as much as 30 percent, real-world,
diesel-like economy - and it Skyactiv X can behave like
it does with torque as it does with efficiency, there’s no
reason that can’t be achievable.
HCCI (homogenous charge compression ignition)
has of course been experimented with by bigger car
companies, and Mazda’s justifiably proud of Skyactiv X
being a production ready tec.
“Larger companies like Honda, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz
and Nissan have made HCCI prototype technology,
but Mazda has gone ahead of them and made it real,”
adds Mr Tokushige.

From left to right: Mr Hidetoshi Kudo, Mazda’s executive officer in charge of research and development,
and product strategy. Mr Hiroshi Tokushige, Mazda’s deputy general manager of powertrain
development. Mr Akira Kyomen, program manager for Mazda’s vehicle development division.
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Mazda’s step forward was to make an engine that
combined both ignition types, rather than just focusing
on making a CI gasoline engine. It sounds almost simple
when you say it like that, but Mazda did spend more
than a decade and a lot of R&D money to get Skyactiv X a
reality. It’s due for a global debut in Q3 2019, and shortly
after that, a launch in Singapore.
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HOW TO BECOME A

RACING
BETTER
DRIVER
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Porsche makes superbly
drivable cars, but it’ll also
sell you something far more
valuable: The skill to bring
out the best in those cars
TEXT DERRYN WONG PHOTOS ZOTIQ VISUALS
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Sepang International Circuit, Malaysia
There’s an explanation as to why anti-vaxxers and flatearthers are more likely than the rest of us to remain
black holes of fundamental idiocy.
It’s called the Dunning-Kruger effect, the initials
‘DK’ are entirely a coincidence and not related to
contributing editor David Khoo at all. Wikipedia states
it’s “a cognitive bias in which people of low ability
have illusory superiority and mistakenly assess their
cognitive ability as greater than it is.”
In other words, if you are a moron, you have a harder
time understanding what you’re doing wrong, and
will continue along that sad trajectory. It probably
also explains why all of us humans get a driving
license and immediately think we’re awesome drivers.
Psychological studies from the University of New York
have also shown most of us consistently over-rate our
own driving skill, despite the majority of drivers never
having taken any advanced driving lessons.

Felice Academy
That’s where Porsche comes in. Its Porsche
Experience series of events held at Sepang
was introduced for the region last year, and
it’s an extension of Porsche’s other driver
training/improvement programmes it holds
in other parts of the world.
There’s a smorgasbord of varied options for
every level of driving skill (see box), and these
classes can theoretically take an average Joe/
Josephine from fresh-outta-driving-school
(Warm-up) to driving a real race car on track
(GT4 Clubsport MR) - or even beyond.
So far the Driving Experience has been a
success for the brand, with a strong turnout
this year, and last. Porsche’s booked Sepang
for 40 days in 2018, with more than 900
participants signed up for the courses.
Owning a Porsche isn’t even a requirement
to join in the fun, in fact, Porsche had to
open up more spots for Porsche owners
themselves, as the slots for the classes open
to the public were quickly filled to capacity.
It’s easy to see why: The choice of Sepang
as a venue is particularly convenient
for Singaporeans, so much so that some
participants make it a community event.
“So far we’ve been very pleased with the
turn-out for the Driving Experience. The
Porsche Club Singapore members are
naturally very enthusiastic about it, for
example, and have organised it as a club
event and road-trip,” said James Wong,
Porsche Singapore’s PR executive.
While driver training events aren’t unique to
Porsche - Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and
other luxury European brands all have their
own programmes - the Porsche Experience
at Sepang is the closest one to home, with
the broadest range of activities, and is
arguably the most accessible in terms of
travel and cost.
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Full Spectrum Warrior

variants, from base model, to S, GTS, 4, Turbo, and more.

In just over a decade at this job, I’ve done quite a few
driver training events. Most of them make me realise
how much more I have to learn about driving - in a
good way - but also imparted valuable skills too. But
the Porsche Experience stands out not just for the wide
range of skill levels (see sidebar ‘You Need Schoolin’) ,
but also the depth and substance of the programmes.

In fact the various systems and models are integrated
deeply into the syllabus, so participants don’t just find
out what helps them drive better, but also what makes
each Porsche different from the other.

We attended Porsche’s Media Driving Academy Elite,
which is the rough equivalent to the Performance
training level, aimed at advanced drivers.
Besides the actual driving sessions, the other big
draw is for attendees to experience life behind the
wheel of almost the entire Porsche range (see sidebar:
Horsepower Buffet) The drive experience fleet consists
of 16 cars used and maintained expressly for the event,
and includes all the major models (Macan, Cayenne,
718 Cayman and Boxster, Panamera, 911) and different
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Another particularly interesting aspect, and one that
we’ve only seen with Porsche, is the focus on human
performance - our training course came with a session
on wellness, lead by Porsche’s on-site fitness guru,
Roman Engels (see sidebar ‘Winning Formula’).
Participating in the Porsche Experience at Sepang
is well worth the while of any driver. Those of us
unafflicted by the Dunning-Kruger Effect know that
learning is a lifelong process, but advanced driving
schools like this one will make you realise you’re
capable of much more than you ever thought. Teach a
man to drift, in a safe, controlled environment, and he
will smile for a lifetime.
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Rev would like to thank readers for their utmost support through all these years!
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CHOOSE PIRELLI AND TAKE CONTROL.

P ZERO™ SOFT

P ZERO™ MO

DIFFERENT TYRES, SAME TECHNOLOGY.
CHOSEN BY TOP MOTORSPORT SERIES AND BEST CAR MAKERS.
FOLLOW THEIR LEAD.
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